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PRIVATE EVENTS – MAY 2023 
 

Our team has prepared the highest standard of customized programs for you to have a unique 

experience of the heavens. Great hospitality and specialized scientists are willing to spacewalk 

with you and your friends and family this summer. 
 

Our observatory will travel you to the Universe with our large, professional telescopes. 
 

Riddles of Mars Venus – Cypriot 

  
Proposed Program 

Time Description 

20:00 Cyprus formation and evolution. Geological open air exhibition. 

20:10 Welcoming by Aphrodite from the Island of Aphrodite (telescope observations of Venus). 
20:20 Cyprus Geology, Fossils and World Dinosaur Exhibition. 

20:45 Planetarium program   YOUR CHOICE 
“Riddles of Mars” or “Venus – Cypriot”. 

21:20 Break, answering questions, and a short visit to Space and Space Coins exhibition and a gift shop. 

21:30 Night sky tour with laser pointer (bonus). 

21:40 Observations (weather permitting) of Jupiter, Saturn, and other deep sky objects. 

“Riddles of Mars”  

It is an exciting journey to Mars for the whole 
family. This planet from ancient times attracted 

attention and sent riddles one after another. 
The solution of these riddles moved the 

progress of mankind, both science and culture.  

“Venus – Cypriot” 

In May, Venus spectacularly shines for a long 
time after sunset. Our Observatory will conduct 
observations of Venus. Goddess Venus is blood 

related to our beautiful Island of Love. 
According to the ancient Greek mythology, the 
goddess Aphrodite (in Latin Venus) was born in 
Cyprus at Petra Tou Romiou.  This planetarium 

program discloses the unusual connection 
between Venus-Cypriot, the planet Venus and 

other realms on the sky. 
  

 

May 2023 gives you an excellent opportunity to observe Venus and Mars on the West, Leo 

overhead, and Virgo on the South-East as well as other marvels of Cyprus sky from our 

observatory. 

 
 

Join our spacewalk… 


